MODIFICATIONS TO THE SPECIFICATIONS

SECTION 00010, PARAGRAPH 5: REVISE TO READ:
“... July 29, 2014. Attendance, although not mandatory, is strongly encouraged. All Bidders shall comply with the requirements of Article 2 of “Instructions to Bidders”.

SECTION 01500, PARAGRAPH 1.04: REVISE TO READ:
Field office will not be required for this project.

SECTION 01500: ADD:

1.09 Work Hours: Construction activities will commence no earlier than 7:00 a.m. and cease no later than 5:00 p.m. Buildings are open to the public from 8:30 a.m. to 7:00 p.m.

SECTION 07600: ADD:

3.04 Replacement: Where documents call for replacement of existing counterflashing the following procedures shall be followed:
  a. Remove completed existing flashing.
  b. Clean reglet of all caulking.
  c. Install new lead-coated counterflash with hemmed edges using lead wedges.
  d. Caulk weather-tight using Pecora AC-20 or equal.

***